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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.
T. J. W. ROBERTSON, OF NEW YORK, N. Y.

IMPROVEMENT IN SEWING-MACHINES.
Specification forming part of Letters Patent No. 25.93, dated October 25, 1859.

To all, whom it may concern: ,
T is another spiral spring on rock-shaft I,
Be it known that I, T. J. W. ROBERTSON, exerting its force in such a manner as to carry
of the city, county, and State of New York, the said rock-shaft I in the direction of the
haveinvented certain new and useful Improve- path of the vertical needle C. To limit its
ments in Sewing-Machines; and I do hereby motion in this direction I use aguide, U, which
declare that the following is a full, clear, and fits into a groove, i, turned in the rock-shaft
exact description of the same, reference being I. This guide U is governed and held in its
had to the accompanying drawings, forming place by a screw, j. The object of this de
part of this specification, in whichVice is the easy adjustment of the under nee
Figure 1 is a front view of my improvement. dle, N, so that by simply turning the screw j
Fig. 2 is a side view with part of the frame the said under needle may be placed nearer to
removed, as shown by the dotted line a bin or farther from the vertical needle C.
Fig. 1. Fig. 3 is a plan of that part of the V is a spring take-up for keeping the under
machine below the line cd in Fig. 2. Fig. 4 thread taut, so that the vertical needle will be
is a plan showing the under needle in a differ-sure to take a loop from the under needle, N.
ent position to that in the last figure. Fig. 5 This take-up is formed by winding the wire
is a magnified view of part of the two needles of which it is made in a spiral form. This
used.
enables me to make a more flexible take-up
Similar letters of reference indicate corre- than can be constructed in any other manner.
sponding parts in the several figures.
It is attached to the vibrating arm T by a
To enable others skilled in the art to which screw, l, which serves also as a thread-guide
this pertains to make and use my invention, I ! for the inder thread.
will proceed to describe its construction and W is the table or platform of the machine,
operation.
which is loosely fastened to one side of the
AAA is the frame of the machine, which frame Aby a screw, l, allowing it to turn easily,
may be made in any fanciful or convenient so that it may be removed in the mannershown
form.
in Fig. 3 for threading the needle and other
Bis the vertical needle holder or slide, work- purposes. The table is kept in its proper
ing in guides G. G', attached to the frame A, place, when required, by the pin X, which
carrying the needle C, and receiving motion passes through a lug, m, on the under side of
from the main shaft D through the crank E the table Winto the frame A, as seen in Fig.
and pitman F. Attached to the other end of 1. The thread of the vertical needle is repre
the shaft D is another crank, H, which gives sented in blue, and that of the under needle
motion to the rock-shaft I through the pitman in red.
J and vibrating arm. K.
The operation of the parts in interlooping
L is another vibrating arm, also attached to the two threads together may be described as
rock-shaft I, carrying a peculiarly - formed follows: The cloth Y having been placed on
piece of steel, M, whose precise shape will be the table W, the needle C is caused to descend,
understood by reference to Figs. 2 and 4 in the carrying with it a loop of thread. As it begins
annexed drawings. This piece M may be its return motion the under needle, N, advances
called a “needle-carrier,’ as the under needle, toward it and enters the loop formed in the
N, is attached to it by the screw e, (or, if pre- thread of needle C, carrying with it a loop of
ferred, the said needle N and carrier M may its own thread, and the two needles assume
be made in one piece.)
the various relative positions shown in Figs.
O is a small rock-shaft working in bearings 1, 3, and 5. When the under needle has
fg in arm L, and is screwed into the needle reached the position shown in red outline in
carrier M, allowing said needle-carrier and Fig. 3, the plug Q advances, as seen (also in
needle to have a vibratory motion.
red) in the same figure. As the needle C
Q is a plug inserted into a socket, R, in the again descends the under needle, N, retreats,
frame A, having a spring, S, around it, said and the projection 0 on the carrier M, coming
spring having a tendency to press the plug Q in contact with the plug Q, causes the needle
out of the socket and against the side of the N to cross the path of the vertical needle C,
needle-carrier MI.

so as to open the loop of the under thread, as
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seen in Fig. 4. As the needle N continues to
recede the carrier M slips off the plug Q, (the
vertical needle C having taken the loop,) and
is carried back to its original position by the
spring P. Thus it will be seen that each nee
dle takes a loop from the other needle, and if

dle N it may be used as a looper to make the
single-thread chain-stitch.
I am aware that it is nothing new to give
the under needle or looper of a sewing-ma
chine a sidewise motion to open the loop; but
thus described my invention, I claim
the fabric to be sewed is moved the necessary andHaving
desire
to secure by Letters Patent
distance to form a stitch by any suitable means The arrangement
and combination of the
between each movement of the needles, a line carrier M, spring-plug
Q, and vibrating arm
of stitching will beformed like that known as L, substantially as and for
the purposes herein
the
“two-thread
chain
or
“double
lock
shown
and
described.
Stitch.
Should it be necessary to use foot or other June 1, 1859. T. J. W. ROBERTSON.
power to operate the machine, a pulley may be Witnesses:
Substituted for the crank H.
W. TUSCH,
By a slight change in the form of the nee
E. WOLFF.
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